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What’s so different about 

SEO strategy in 2019?











Marketers (and their clients / bosses) 

misuse the word strategy all the time



The meaning of strategy is so frequently 

forgotten in the context of SEO



A strategy is not a project plan



A strategy is not a KPI, or a set of KPIs



A strategy is not ranking #1 for a 

particular keyword



*A strategy is not a checklist



*OK sometimes it is



But that’s the strategic bit





*I have stolen this wording from Hannah Smith

https://worderist.com/



Context is everything.



The components of any strategy:

1) Where are we now?

2) Where do we want to be?

3) How do we get there?



Always start with a situation analysis



Understand your position in the 

marketplace



But failing that…





Define your objective(s)!



What do you, or your client, want to 

achieve from SEO?



Can you realistically achieve it?



Do you have the patience, 

and / or the budget?





3 Years

6 Years



SEO quick wins??



“First page of Google”



“More leads”



“Someone to do the blog”



“Links”



Double check that SEO is going to 

provide the results you are seeking



So many SEO packages are sold without 

due care and attention to what the 

client actually needs



Develop a deep understanding 

of your audience



Do this through keyword research





Depending on your traffic volumes, 

Google Analytics can also offer some 

insight here (but treat with caution)



Gain a deep understanding 

of the competition



1. Who links to them and why?



2. What do they rank for and why?



3. How is their technical SEO health? (Is 

it better than yours?)



Understand your own website’s SEO 

strengths and weaknesses



1. Who links to you and why?



2. What do you rank for and why? What 

don’t you rank for and why?



3. How is your technical SEO health?



Be honest



Combine your findings into 

a SWOT Analysis



Strengths

- Readership

- Reputation

- Breadth of subject matter

- Domain age

Opportunities

- Media partnerships

Weaknesses

- Reputation (double edged sword)

- Perceived lack of E-A-T factors

- Quality of editorial

- Mobile site usability

- Page speed

- Canonicalisation issues

Threats

- The Sun’s propensity for keyword 

stuffing still works

- More diverse competition in the 

wake of the Core update



Prioritise SEO issues and opportunities in 

order of impact and effort



ISSUE / OPPORTUNITY
SIZE OF 

TASK
PRIORITY

Apply keyword research to page titles M Must Have

Apply keyword research to landing page copy XL Should Have

Optimise images to improve page speed S Must Have

Address incorrect implementation of Hreflang XL Must Have

Build links with local business directories XL Could Have

Update XML sitemap with relevant URLs S Must Have

Address issues with Schema markup XL Could Have

Optimise meta descriptions for blog posts XL Won’t Have



I’m not an SEO native, how will I know?



Look at ranking factors surveys*



Make changes that will improve your 

user experience, and improve your 

business’s overall value proposition



Hire an SEO?



But wait.

Isn’t everybody doing this?



How do I stand apart from the rest?



Do all of the above and then…



Establish your point of difference

•Superior site speed

•Higher quality link profile

•Richer, in-depth content

•Better user experience



Look for crossover with other channels



Use Google Ads data to inform your 

organic keyword strategy 

What works and what doesn’t?



Use GDN data to inform any

digital PR work



If all else fails, Increase your marketing 

spend (provided the strategy is sound)



I got SEO strategy wrong for a large 

proportion of my career



We are encouraged to conduct 253-

point audits and point out every minor 

detail about the site



You don’t need to do that.



SEO is not a quick and easy process, but 

it doesn’t have to be too painful 



Choose your battles – and win them



https://www.linkedin.com/in/natalie-

mott/

THANK YOU 

FOR LISTENING!

@njmott
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